
Introduction: Hydrogen bonding plays a critical role in the self-

assembly of peptide amphiphiles (PAs).1-3 Herein, we studied how to

tune the macromolecular nanostructures properties by manipulating the

PA’s chemical structure with urea, a hydrogen bond donor. Herein, we

designed and synthesized three PAs: urea modified PA, original PA and

longer hydrophobic tail PA with peptide sequence FFEE. Our hypothesis

is that the presence of the urea group, will enhance the stability of the

formed nanostructures due to the additional hydrogen bond.
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1. PA synthesis and nanostructure characterization C12uF2E2

formed highly twisted ribbons (average width=19.76 ± 2.88 nm)

indicating the effect of the urea motif in the self-assembled

morphology, while the others formed nanobelts or nanotubes.

composed by two or more single ribbons.

Conclusion We have demonstrated that adding a urea motif to

get extra hydrogen bond is a viable option to increase the

stability and alter the morphology of a supramolecular

assembly. Studied showed the addition of the urea makes the

nanosssemblies stable to pH and temperature changes.

Computer simulations indicates that the urea motif makes the

nanostructure more compact and generate a urea-π interaction,

which results in a different behavior on secondary structure and

leads to a different morphology.

2. pH effect on nanostructures C12uF2E2 behaved differently

from the other PAs, maintaining the twisted ribbons from pH 6 to

pH 10. The data indicates the urea group provides enhanced

stability towards pH changes.

Methods The The effect of pH and temperature on nanostructures were

studied by Transition Electron Microscopy, Atomic Force Microscopy,

Circular Dichroism and Small-Angle X-ray Scattering. Computational

modeling revealed the packing and mechanism of PA-assembled

nanostructures in the atomic level.
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Results From these studies, we found that the urea motif can change

PA’s morphology and secondary structure at neutral pH, while enhance

the physical stability against pH and temperature changes. We clearly

showing that there are greater numbers of hydrogen bonds for the PA

with urea motif than for the others by a factor of 1.4. Furthermore, the

urea-phenyl interaction makes the peptide portion more compact than it

is in the absence of urea.

4. Molecular simulations of PA assemblies While β-sheet

structures appeared for all three PA types, the urea-linked PA

(C12uF2E2) exhibited very different peptide conformations than the

amide-linked analogues (C12F2E2 and C14F2E2). The trend for H-

bonding (C12uF2E2> C14F2E2> C12F2E2) was maintained over all pH

values from the fully protonated to fully deprotonated states, despite

the overall number of H-bonds diminishing with pH.
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3. Thermostability studies on PA nanostructures The most

important observation is that C12uF2E2 shows better stability

against temperature changes than the added hydrophobic effect

introduced by the additional methylene groups.
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